
HOW TO WRITE ANALYSIS SECTION OF DISSERTATION PROPOSAL

EXAMPLE

There may be some variation in how the sections are named or divided, but This article takes you through a basic
research proposal template and . for recruiting participants; Finalize sampling and data analysis methods.

The method must be appropriate to fulfilling the overall aims of the study. Is there a research grant you are
hoping to apply for? Bryman, Alan. Instead they might jump from one thought to another and might go off
topic here and there. After having identified the limitations of previous studies in this field, I have worked on
producing a methodology that will avoid these same pitfalls, and predict that the research will portray a strong
enough relationship between the two factors to encourage further scholarship. It can also help ensure that the
reader actually understands the points you are trying to highlight within your project. A more complete
awareness of the subject area is a requirement, but this should come fairly easily as a result of the extra study
you have completed already. Not only are you using information that you have already documented, you are
telling a story in each of your sections which can be useful in qualitative research. Compare and contrast: what
are the main theories, methods, debates and controversies? It'll also make sure you do not go wildly off topic.
Be clear and concise in your explanation. In this article we outline thnings you can do to help you can produce
the best postgraduate dissertation proposal possible. References -- lists only the literature that you actually
used or cited in your proposal. The methodology section of a research paper answers two main questions: How
was the data collected or generated? Reynolds, R. This clearly indicates to the reader how you have addressed
your study. Describe the overall research design by building upon and drawing examples from your review of
the literature. Presentation of graphs, tables, and figures Thanks to modern technology, making graphs and
figures to correspond to your work needn't be a tedious and time-consuming task. Doing this denies the reader
of context or purpose of said graph or figure. For example, if you are using a multiple choice questionnaire,
readers need to know that it offered your respondents a reasonable range of answers to choose from. It is often
the case that your analysis holds the most weight in the marking scheme. Will you use statistical analysis? The
methodology should discuss the problems that were anticipated and the steps you took to prevent them from
occurring. Summary of the key points. How about handing it to a pro? What is missing from current
knowledge? Like any other chapter in your thesis, an introduction is an essential component of your
discussion. Background and Significance This section can be melded into your introduction or you can create
a separate section to help with the organization and narrative flow of your proposal.


